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FEF-Controlled Alpha Delay Activity Precedes
Stimulus-Induced Gamma-Band Activity in Visual Cortex
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Recent findings in the visual system of nonhuman primates have demonstrated an important role of gamma-band activity (40 –100 Hz)
in the feedforward flow of sensory information, whereas feedback control appears to be established dynamically by oscillations in the
alpha (8 –13 Hz) and beta (13–18 Hz) bands (van Kerkoerle et al., 2014; Bastos et al., 2015). It is not clear, however, how alpha oscillations
are controlled and how they interact with the flow of visual information mediated by gamma-band activity. Using noninvasive human
MEG recordings in subjects performing a visuospatial attention task, we show that fluctuations in alpha power during a delay period in a
spatial attention task preceded subsequent stimulus-driven gamma-band activity. Importantly, these interactions correlated with be-
havioral performance. Using Granger analysis, we further show that the right frontal-eye field (rFEF) exerted feedback control of the
visual alpha oscillations. Our findings suggest that alpha oscillations controlled by the FEF route cortical information flow by modulating
gamma-band activity.
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Introduction
Converging evidence from studies in humans and nonhuman pri-
mates suggests that the feedforward drive of sensory information is
accompanied by neuronal synchronization in the gamma band (van

Kerkoerle et al., 2014; Michalareas et al., 2016). This neuronal syn-
chronization is thought to promote synaptic summation, thereby
fostering information transfer (Tiesinga et al., 2004). The feedback
control of visual processing is often studied in the framework of
spatial attention (Liu et al., 2016) and feedback mechanisms have
been associated with modulations of alpha and beta oscillations
(Worden et al., 2000; Kelly et al., 2006; Palva and Palva, 2007; Rihs et
al., 2007; Bahramisharif et al., 2010; Palva and Palva, 2011; Bauer et
al., 2014; Lozano-Soldevilla et al., 2014; Marshall et al., 2015b). Al-
though different frequency ranges might provide different channels
for communicating feedforward and feedback information, the neu-
ronal dynamics supporting the integration of information remain
unknown.

Consistent with the notion of feedback, alpha oscillations typi-
cally decrease in power in anticipation of incoming stimuli, whereas
the onset of, for example, a visual stimulus is associated with an
increase in induced gamma power (Foxe et al., 1998; Thut et al.,
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Significance Statement

Visual perception relies on a feedforward flow of information from sensory regions, which is modulated by a feedback drive. We
have identified the neuronal dynamics supporting integration of the feedforward and feedback information. Alpha oscillations in
early visual regions reflect feedback control when spatial attention is allocated and this control is exercised by the right frontal eye
field. Importantly, the alpha-band activity predicted both performance and activity in the gamma band. In particular, gamma
activity was modulated by the phase of the alpha oscillations. These findings provide novel insight into how the brain operates as
a network and suggest that the integration of feedforward and feedback information is implemented by cross-frequency interac-
tions between slow and fast neuronal oscillations.
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2006; Bauer et al., 2014; Lozano-Soldevilla et al., 2014; Marshall et al.,
2015b). In the past, it has been suggested that the decrease of alpha
power (“desynchronization”) reflects engagement (Pfurtscheller,
1977; Pfurtscheller and Aranibar, 1979). Importantly, whereas alpha
power is decreased, the phase of the alpha oscillations appears still to
be functional (van Kerkoerle et al., 2014; Dougherty et al., 2015). It
has been suggested that the reduction of the inhibitory alpha oscil-
lations allows for a longer duty-cycle, thus allowing for more infor-
mation to be processed (Jensen et al., 2014). Results from a recent
monkey physiology study suggest that interregional alpha band syn-
chronization between cortical areas and the pulvinar is associated
with the allocation of visuospatial attention (Saalmann et al., 2012).
Consistent with this notion, Dougherty et al. (2015) made a strong
case for spike timing “clocked” by the phase of ongoing alpha activity
in visual cortex. In addition, a recent ECoG study in humans sug-
gested that phase-amplitude coupling served to organize a “phase
code” transmitting categorical information about object representa-
tions (Watrous et al., 2015). These findings suggest that alpha oscil-
lations are intimately involved in routing mechanisms controlling
the feedforward drive implemented by gamma-band synchroniza-
tion. Here, we consider several open questions that result from this
framework: (1) does alpha-band activity reflect a feedback drive?, (2)
which frontal areas regulate the feedback that exerts the top-down
control reflected in the alpha band?, and (3) are the phase and am-
plitude of alpha oscillations in sensory regions predictive of subse-
quent stimulus-induced gamma-band activity?

Materials and Methods
Participants. Thirty participants (15 females, mean age 27.7 � 8.8 years)
who reported no history of neurological and/or psychiatric disorders
were recruited. All participants gave written informed consent before the
experiment in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. The study
was approved by the local ethical committee (commission for human
related research CMO-2014/288 region Arnhem/Nijmegen NL).

Stimulus material and procedure. A modified version of the “Eriksen–
Flanker” design was used (Saalmann et al., 2012). In each trial, partici-
pants were instructed to fixate on a central white square (0.82° visual
angle) presented on a gray background at a distance of �84 cm. During
baseline “fixation” periods of 2 s (see Fig. 1A), they were instructed to
blink if they needed to. The participants then covertly attended (while
maintaining fixation) to a spatial cue (100 ms duration; 1.36° visual
angle), which appeared randomly at 1 of 16 locations (see Fig. 1A). After
a delay interval of 2.5 � 1 s, the target appeared at the precued location in
a circular array of 16 stimuli (radius 16.5 cm, visual angle 22.22°). Par-
ticipants indicated via button press whether a target shaped as a “barrel”
(left index finger) or a “bowtie” (right index finger) was shown. Targets
were flanked either by congruent (C) or incongruent (IC) distracters.
Targets and distracters had a visual angle of 2.73° � 3.07°. Target type
(barrel or bowtie, 50% chance), as well as distractor congruency (C or IC,
50% chance), were determined randomly on each trial.

The visual stimuli were back projected onto a semitranslucent screen
by an EIKI LC-XL100L projector with a projection resolution of 1024 �
768 pixels. Eye movements and blinks were recorded continuously using
an Eyelink 1000 eye-tracking device (SR Research).

Data acquisition. Neuromagnetic activity was monitored by a whole-
head 275-sensor axial-gradiometer system (Omega 2000; VSM Med-
Tech). The data were sampled at 1.2 kHz after a 400 Hz low-pass filter was
applied. After the MEG session, anatomical MRI images were acquired
using a 1.5 T Siemens Magnetom Avanto system.

Neural data analysis. The data analysis was performed with the Matlab
FieldTrip toolbox (Oostenveld et al., 2011) complemented by custom-
written software. Trials that were contaminated by saccades due to sub-
jects breaking fixation were excluded from subsequent analysis. Epochs
contaminated by strong muscle movement and/or sensor “jump” arti-
facts were rejected from further analysis based on visual inspection. On
average, 519 � 92 of 640 (40 per location) trials were used in the analysis

(226 � 41 during right and 226 � 41 during left attention conditions).
Trials in which attention was directed toward “up” and “down” were not
analyzed (34 � 6 for attention “up” and 33 � 6 for attention “down”). An
independent component analysis (ICA) (Jung et al., 2001) was applied
after demeaning and removing the linear trend from the data. Compo-
nents associated with eye blink and cardiac activity were removed using
the ICA approach.

Spectral analysis. Spectral analysis was computed for each trial using a
fast Fourier transformation (FFT) approach. For frequencies �30 Hz, we
used a sliding window approach (500 ms long) multiplied by a Hanning
taper. The time window advanced in 50 ms increments and the spectral
resolution was 2 Hz. For frequencies �30 Hz, spectral analysis was done
using a multitaper approach with orthogonal Slepian tapers (Mitra and
Pesaran, 1999). Eleven orthogonal Slepian tapers were used, resulting in
a frequency smoothening of �10 Hz.

Spectral power was calculated for the horizontal and vertical compo-
nents of the estimated planar gradient for each sensor location and sub-
sequently summed (Bastiaansen and Knösche, 2000). This step usually
simplifies the interpretation of the signal topography because maxima
typically are observed above a given source (Hämäläinen et al., 1993).
Analyses of oscillatory power were performed at sensor level for two
reasons: comparability of findings with previous literature and sampling
of multiple distributed activity primarily within parieto-occipital cortex
linearly superimposed on the level of the sensors. Connectivity analyses
[i.e., cross-frequency coupling and Granger causality (GC), see next sec-
tion] were performed at source level to minimize the influence of spuri-
ous connectivity estimates (Bastos and Schoffelen, 2015).

Spectral estimates of sensor level data are reported as a comparison
(attention left vs attention right) according to the following operation:

relative power change � (powerleft attention � powerright attention)

/(powerleft attention � powerright attention)

See also the “Statistical analysis” section.
Quantification of saccade direction. Saccades were analyzed using the

algorithm described in Engbert and Kliegl (2003). Epochs around the
delay interval ranging from 500 to 1500 ms after cue onset were selected
and epochs dominated by eye-blink artifacts were excluded. Eye-tracking
data from three participants were excluded due to poor data quality. For
each participant, epochs contaminated by vertical eye movements
(blinks) were first excluded from further analysis, resulting in 212 � 60
trials for attention directed to the left and 213 � 61 trials for attention
directed to the right hemifield. On average, 37.9% of the trials with
attention directed to the left and 37.2% with attention directed to the
right hemifield were characterized by pronounced macrosaccades (based
on visual inspection). Microsaccades and macrosaccades were quantified
on the basis of the angular eye velocity. A combined threshold of
horizontal and vertical components was used to identify saccadic eye
movements equal to six times the median SD of the velocity within a
given epoch. The minimum duration was set to four samples (13 ms).
A Kolmogorov–Smirnov test was used to test condition differences in
saccade direction.

Measures of lateralization for between and within-subject evaluation.
For between-subject evaluation, hemispheric lateralization (see Fig.
4 A, B,D in Results section) was estimated as follows:

hemispheric laterlization � �powerleft attention
left sensor � powerleft attention

right sensor �
� �powerright attention

left sensor � powerright attention
right sensor �

For within-subjects evaluation, for each trial and attention condition
(left and right), the lateralization index was computed using the follow-
ing equation: LI� � 10*log10(poweripsi/powercontra) for occipital sensors
selected by a permutation approach (see “Statistical analysis” section),
where LI� is the lateralization index in the alpha band. These trials were
divided into two pools according to low and high alpha-lateralization for
the left and right attention conditions within participants. The LI� was
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therefore different from 0 (see Fig. 4C, left bars). For these two pools of
trials, we computed LI in the gamma band during the target interval as
follows: LI� � 10*log10(poweripsi/powercontra).

Source analysis. Source estimates were computed applying a frequency-
domain adaptive spatial filtering algorithm (dynamic imaging of coherent
sources; Gross et al., 2001). This algorithm uses the cross-spectral density
(CSD) matrix from the MEG data and the lead field derived from the for-
ward model to construct a spatial filter for a specific location (“voxel”). This
CSD was calculated using a multitaper FFT approach for data in the 0.3–1.5
s target interval. Spectral smoothening of �2 Hz around a center frequency
of 10 Hz was applied using 3 Slepian tapers, effectively including the power in
the 8–12 Hz range, thus providing a good estimate of the classical 8–13 Hz
band that typically defines the alpha band. These spatial filters were esti-
mated on the basis of all trials. After identification of the fiducials, the nasion,
and the left and right preauricular points, coregistration with Montreal Neu-
rological Institute (MNI) coordinates was applied. A realistic, single-shell
brain model (Nolte, 2003) was constructed based on the anatomical MRI.
Forward solution for each participant was estimated using a common dipole
grid (10 mm3 grid) in MNI space warped onto each participant’s anatomy.

Cross-frequency analysis. The data were segmented to include the delay
interval of �1 to 0 s relative to the array onset. These epochs were then
concatenated to form a data matrix of m sensors by n time points. Data
during the encoding interval were not considered for the analysis of
phase-to-amplitude coupling (PAC) due to the presence of strong
evoked activity. Before concatenation, epochs were multiplied with a
Hanning taper. The concatenated trials were band-pass filtered at 8 –12
Hz and the alpha-band troughs identified. Subsequently, 1 s epochs
phase aligned to the troughs were extracted from the unfiltered data.
Finally, time–frequency representations (TFRs) of power were calculated
for each of these trough-locked epochs using Moret wavelets (Tallon-
Baudry and Bertrand, 1999) with seven cycles width and then averaged
across epochs. This allowed for quantifying how gamma power was mod-
ulated by alpha phase. Condition differences in cross-frequency coupling
were evaluated by comparing PAC during left versus right attention con-
ditions using nonparametric randomization approach (see below).

GC analysis. Spectrally resolved GC analysis (Granger, 1969; Ding et
al., 2006; Wen et al., 2013) was used to dissociate the directionality (i.e.,
feedforward vs feedback influences) of information flow between cortical
areas. The time series were projected to source space by applying a time-
domain spatial filtering algorithm (linearly constrained minimum vari-
ance) (Van Veen et al., 1997). This algorithm uses the covariance matrix
of the MEG data to construct a spatial filter for a given location (voxel).
These spatial filters were estimated on the basis of all trials and for the �1
to 0 s interval just before stimulus onset. Subsequently, these filters were
applied to the data to estimate the time series for a given location. The
source level time-series were first down-sampled to 200 Hz and reseg-
mented to include a �1 s time window around the stimulus array onset.
A bivariate nonparametric spectral matrix factorization approach (Wen
et al., 2013) was applied to estimate the GC. This algorithm estimates the
spectral density matrix on the basis of the Fourier coefficients. The Fou-
rier coefficients were computed using multitapers as described above (3
orthogonal Slepian tapers were used) with frequency smoothening of �3
Hz for frequencies of 0 –100 Hz with a 1 Hz spectral resolution. On the
basis of the spectral density matrix (i.e., applying spectral factorization),
the noise covariance matrix and the transfer function were obtained
(Wen et al., 2013). Two seed locations were chosen in bilateral primary
visual areas, V1/BA17 (28, �96, �6 mm; �28 mm, �96 mm, �6 mm).
These seed regions were selected on the basis of the source analysis results
using a cluster permutation approach (see Fig. 4A). The GC estimates
were computed for all voxels and the seeds in V1 in both directions.

Statistical analysis. Statistical quantification of the neuronal data was per-
formed by a cluster-based approach based on randomizations (Maris and
Oostenveld, 2007). This approach identifies clusters of activity on the basis of
whether the null hypothesis can be rejected while controlling for multiple
comparisons. The test statistic for a given condition A and B was built on the
basis of relative changes (see Fig. 2) defined as follows: test statistic �
(A � B)/(A 	 B) (Lozano-Soldevilla et al., 2014; Spaak et al., 2014).

Effects of congruency and visual field location on behavioral responses
were assessed by an ANOVA approach with the factors congruency (C,

IC) and hemifield (left, right). Significant main effects and interactions
were decomposed by simple-effects ANOVA or t test. Relationships be-
tween behavioral and neuronal data were examined using Spearman’s
rank-order correlations (�).

Results
Behavioral Flanker effects: increases in reaction time and
decreases in accuracy
MEG data were recorded from 30 participants performing an
Eriksen–Flanker task (Saalmann et al., 2012; Martin et al., 2015); Fig.
1A). After a 2 s fixation period, a spatial cue was presented for 0.1 s
indicating the location of an upcoming target, which was shown for
0.7 s after a variable delay period (2.5 � 1 s) in that location embed-
ded in a circular array of 16 stimuli. Participants had to indicate
whether the target was a barrel or a bowtie shape with a button press
of the right or left index finger, respectively. Targets at the cued
position were either flanked by C or IC stimuli.

As shown in previous studies on the Eriksen–Flanker task (Er-
iksen and Eriksen, 1974; Eriksen, 1995), targets flanked by IC
distracters were associated with a decrease in accuracy (Fig. 1B,
left); this effect was observed in both hemifields (left hemifield:
t(29) � �9.3, p � 0.001; right hemifield, t(29) � �11.01, p �
0.001). Moreover, reaction times (RTs) increased after presenta-
tion of IC compared with C distracters (Fig. 1B, right; left hemi-
field: t(29) � 6.4, p � 0.001; right hemifield, t(29) � 8.7, p � 0.001
right) and there was no congruency � hemifield interaction (F �
1). Therefore, we replicated the core effects of the Flanker para-
digm by showing that IC flankers impaired performance by in-
creasing RTs and decreasing accuracy.

Alpha power during the delay period predicts stimulus-
induced gamma power
A time-resolved spectral analysis was applied to the MEG data.
Trials were divided according to whether the targets were cued to
the left or the right visual hemifield. Figure 2A illustrates the TFRs
aligned to target onset (t � 0 s; TFRs averaged over sensors
marked in Fig. 2A, right). When comparing trials with cues in the
left versus right visual hemifield, the alpha power increased in antic-
ipation of the target array over the left hemisphere, whereas it de-
creased over the right hemisphere. The topography (Fig. 2A, right)
shows the 8–13 Hz alpha-band modulations (left vs right cued trials)
before stimulus onset (�1 to 0 s). This period was chosen to avoid
contamination by sensory cue (��1.5 s) before stimulus onset dur-
ing the delay interval (Fig. 1A). The marked sensors indicate clusters
of significant alpha-band modulation; that is, power modulations
between left and right cued trials (p � 0.05; multiple comparisons
over sensors was controlled using a cluster-based randomization
approach; Maris and Oostenveld, 2007). Analysis of eye movements
revealed no condition differences in saccade direction in relation to
the cuing during the delay interval (Fig. 2C).

The same analysis was then applied to higher frequencies
aligned to target onset (Fig. 2B). The target array induced
gamma-band activity (60 – 80 Hz) (Müller et al., 2000; Fries et al.,
2001; Siegel et al., 2008; Lozano-Soldevilla et al., 2014; Marshall et
al., 2015b) that was modulated robustly by the direction of atten-
tion. The left cue prompted a sustained gamma power increase in
right sensors and a relative decrease in left sensors. The corre-
sponding topography of this relative effect is shown in Figure 2B
(p � 0.005; cluster-based permutation test).

We next investigated to what extent the phase of the ongoing
alpha activity modulated the amplitude in the gamma band. We
calculated a PAC measure for each condition within bilateral V1
(same virtual sensor locations as for the GC analysis; see last section
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in Results). Subsequently, a nonparametric cluster based statistical
evaluation was performed comparing attend-left versus attend-right
PAC within each of the two visual areas. During the delay interval,
condition-specific modulation of gamma activity (60–80 Hz) as a
function of the alpha phase was found (Fig. 3A, right; p � 0.05
nonparametric cluster-based permutation test controlling for mul-
tiple comparisons over time and frequency when comparing left vs
right hemifield attention conditions). There was a significant rela-
tionship between attention-related (left vs right attention) PAC
modulation and behavioral performance (Fig. 3B, middle and right).
Gamma power was less modulated in the hemisphere ipsilateral to
the direction of attention and did not relate significantly to perfor-
mance (Fig. 3A,B, left). In short, during the delay interval, attention
deployment prompted a contralateral decrease of alpha activity.
Subsequent stimulus processing was associated with a contralateral
increase in gamma activity. There was a robust cross-frequency re-
lationship between alpha phase and gamma amplitude in the delay
interval in both hemispheres. The magnitude of the coupling was
somewhat higher in the right hemisphere. A stronger gamma ampli-
tude reduction by the alpha phase was associated with shorter RTs.

We then investigated whether the modulations in alpha and
gamma power predicted behavior as measured by the degree of
distractibility by IC flankers (
RT � RTIC � RTC). We correlated
the hemispheric alpha lateralization with the difference in 
RT
over subjects. Reaction times were less affected by IC flankers
(Fig. 4A, left; � � �0.68, p � 0.001) in subjects with stronger
alpha lateralization, suggesting more effective filtering of dis-
tracter information. In addition, stronger stimulus-induced
gamma-band lateralization was correlated with change in RT
(Fig. 4B, right; � � p.54, p � 0.01). These behavioral results
indicate that both prestimulus alpha activity and stimulus-
induced gamma activity can be predictive of behavioral outcome
and therefore are likely to be coupled. We probed the nature of
this coupling next.

Fluctuations in alpha modulation predict gamma activity
To test the relationship between the feedback-driven prestimulus
alpha-band activity and the stimulus-induced gamma-band ac-
tivity, the lateralization index (see “Measures of lateralization for
between and within-subject evaluation” section in the Materials

Figure 1. Experimental design and behavioral outcome. A, After a fixation interval (2 s), a visual cue was presented (0.1 s) in one of 16 locations, followed by a delay (cue-target) interval of
0.1–3.5 s during which the cue location needed to be remembered. Upon presentation of a circular stimulus array, participants had to indicate whether the target at the cued location was a bowtie-
or a barrel-shaped stimulus. Target stimuli were flanked by either C or IC stimuli. B, RTs (left) were faster for targets flanked by C (gray bars) compared with IC (white bars) flanking stimuli; this effect
was similar in both visual hemifields. Likewise, accuracy was better for C compared with IC flankers (accuracy; right). Error bars indicate SEM.
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and Methods) was computed per trial and direction of attention
by considering the anticipatory alpha-band activity (�1 to 0 s) in
ipsilateral and contralateral sensors (marked in Fig. 2). The data
were split into trials with high and low alpha lateralization indi-
ces. The left side of Figure 4C illustrates that, independently of the
direction of attention, trials can be split in two pools of high and
low LI. Whereas the alpha LI per definition is different from zero,
it is also the case for gamma for the same pools of trials. It is the
deviation from zero for both alpha and gamma that is empha-
sized in Figure 4C. Importantly, trials dominated by strong alpha
hemispheric lateralization during the delay period were charac-
terized by strong gamma-band hemispheric lateralization upon
stimulus presentation (Fig. 4C, right bars; left attention: t(29) �
�2.08, p � 0.05; right attention: t(29) � �2.8, p � 0.01). As an
example, consider the trials in an individual in whom attention
was cued to the left hemifield. In anticipation of a target in the
cued left hemifield, alpha decreased in right sensors, whereas it
increased relatively in left sensors. Upon target onset, gamma
power increased in right sensors compared with the left sensors.

The degree of alpha lateralization was predictive of the gamma-
band lateralization across trials.

The degree of alpha lateralization in individual participants
was also predictive of gamma lateralization; that is, it correlated
negatively across participants (Fig. 4D; Spearman’s rank-order
correlation; � � �0.52, p � 0.01). In summary, stronger modu-
lation of alpha (delay interval) and gamma (stimulus processing)
activity was related to behavioral outcome. Alpha power modu-
lations during the delay interval were predictive for subsequent
gamma power in both between and within participants.

Right frontal eye field (rFEF) exerts top-down control over
primary visual areas
Given that alpha-band activity in early visual areas (Fig. 5A) is
strongly modulated by the anticipatory allocation of attention
toward the cued location, it appears to be under top-down con-
trol. To identify the regions driving the alpha-band activity, we
applied a GC analysis. The time-domain signal was projected to
“source space” using a beamformer technique. Signals from V1

Figure 2. Modulations and interactions between low and high-frequency activity. Shown are TFRs of power aligned to target onset (t � 0 s) for left versus right cued trials according to the
following formula: relative power change � (powerleft attention � powerright attention)/(powerleft attention 	 powerright attention). A, The alpha power increased in sensors ipsilateral to the cue direc-
tion, whereas it decreased in contralateral sensors. The topography (right) illustrates the 8 –13 Hz alpha power modulation in the �1 to 0 s interval (dashed box). The marked sensors indicate
significant clusters when controlling for multiple comparisons (left vs right attention). B, As in A, but for high-frequency modulation. The topography (right) illustrates the 60 – 80 Hz gamma power
modulation in the 0.1– 0.9 s interval (dashed rectangles) after array onset. The gamma power decreased relatively in sensors ipsilateral to the cue direction, whereas it increased in contralateral
sensors. C, Directional distribution of all saccades (Ntotal left � 17790; Ntotal � right � 15832) during the delay interval before target onset at t � 0 s show a horizontal preference without significant
differences (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, p � 0.2) between the distribution corresponding to the left and right attention conditions.
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were used as the reference signal on the basis of the peaks of
reconstructed alpha power fluctuations (Fig. 5A). The direction-
ality of the information flow was evaluated on the basis of a
nonparametric pairwise GC analysis (Wen et al., 2013). The GC
influence was computed for all locations to V1 (feedback) and V1
to all locations (feedforward). The GC influence was computed
for left and right visual seeds and combined across participants.
The difference between feedforward and feedback GC in the 8 –13
Hz alpha band yielded a metric of the directionality. The stron-
gest influence was found from rFEF (Fig. 5B, MR images) to
bilateral V1 (Fig. 5A, MR images). This effect was dominant in the
alpha band, as confirmed by the GC spectra (Fig. 5B; p � 0.05
cluster-based permutation test). It is important to note that a
clear �10 Hz peak was also evident in both FEFs when consider-
ing power alone; however, the power was not modulated by at-
tention. Furthermore, the GC influence was independent of the
direction of attention and seed regions (left and right V1), yield-
ing similar parametric maps in all four conditions (left seed-left
attention, left seed-right attention, right seed-left attention, and
right seed-right attention). No GC effects in the gamma-band
range were found. In summary, the Granger causality analysis
suggests that one source of top-down control for the modulation
of alpha-band activity observed in visual areas is the FEF.

Discussion
In the present study, subjects performed a version of the Eriksen–
Flanker task while brain activity was acquired using MEG. Con-
sistent with previous literature (Foxe et al., 1998; Sauseng et al.,
2005; Kelly et al., 2006; Thut et al., 2006; Händel et al., 2011;
Bauer et al., 2014; Lozano-Soldevilla et al., 2014; Marshall et al.,
2015b), the allocation of spatial attention was associated with
hemisphere-specific modulations of alpha activity. Upon target
presentation, a complementary pattern of gamma activity was

observed (Bauer et al., 2014; Lozano-Soldevilla et al., 2014; Mar-
shall et al., 2015b). Stronger modulation of alpha and gamma
activity was associated with enhanced ability to detect targets
among flanking distracters. Importantly, decreases of anticipa-
tory alpha activity across trials were predictive of stimulus-
induced gamma-band activity. A spectral GC analysis, computed
for the entire frequency spectrum including low- and high-
frequency activity, showed that the visual alpha activity was un-
der top-down control of the FEF.

Alpha oscillatory activity precedes stimulus-induced
gamma activity
When operating in rich, natural environments, the convergence
in the visual hierarchy introduces an information-processing
problem. It has been hypothesized that attention mechanisms
serve to prioritize and gate information selectively. Recent evi-
dence from monkey electrophysiology makes a strong case that
neuronal synchronization in the gamma band reflects the feed-
forward flow of information, whereas feedback control is exerted
through synchronization of activity in the lower alpha and beta
(8 –20 Hz) frequency ranges (Saalmann et al., 2012; van Kerko-
erle et al., 2014; Bastos et al., 2015). Previous reports have dem-
onstrated that internal “cognitive” states such as anticipatory
allocation of attention is associated with modulations of neuro-
nal activity in sensory areas (Foxe et al., 1998; Kastner et al., 1999;
Worden et al., 2000; Kelly et al., 2006; van Ede et al., 2010; Händel
et al., 2011; van Ede et al., 2014). However, the neuronal mecha-
nisms of this feedback are still under debate. The present results
are consistent with the notion that parieto-occipital alpha oscil-
lations are modulated by internal (top-down) mechanisms re-
flecting the anticipation of upcoming stimuli. Conversely, power
increases in the gamma band are stimulus driven and amplified
by the allocation of attention (Siegel et al., 2008; Koelewijn et al.,

Figure 3. PAC as function of attention direction. A, TFR of power phase aligned to the trough of the alpha activity during the delay interval. Traces at the bottom illustrate two cycles of
the corresponding phase of the modulating rhythm. The color code indicates condition differences in coupling (t values; left vs right attention). Outlines highlight TFR clusters according to
significance (cluster-based permutation test, p � 0.05). Alpha to gamma cross-frequency coupling was more pronounced in sensors contralateral to the cued location. B, Relationship between PAC
and change in behavioral performance. Outlines highlight TFR clusters demonstrating a significant relationship. Scatterplot provides an additional view of the observed effect in which each dot
represents a single subject.
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2013; Lozano-Soldevilla et al., 2014). These effects were observed
in similar clusters of sensors over parieto-occipital sites. Our
findings demonstrate that the magnitude of prestimulus alpha
lateralization is predictive of the magnitude of stimulus-induced
gamma lateralization; that is, decreases in local alpha power are
associated with and predictive of increases in local gamma power.
Therefore, top-down control results in modulation of alpha
activity that appears to exert gain control of stimulus-induced
gamma activity. Importantly, the modulations in alpha and
gamma power were correlated with behavioral performance. To-
gether, these results suggest that changes in neuronal synchroni-
zation control, no just the routing of information during spatial
allocation of attention, but also the degree to which individual
subjects can use spatial attention successfully to filter unwanted
information.

Even though the power of alpha oscillations was reduced dur-
ing the allocation of attention, the oscillations were still func-
tional because they were coupled to gamma activity, modulating
its power in a phasic manner (Fig. 3). Concerns have been raised
on measures of PAC because the metrics applied are sensitive to
nonsinusoidal wave shapes (Aru et al., 2015). However, we find
the PAC to increase when attention is on and alpha power is low.
This reduces concerns that the PAC that we report is explained by
spurious effects (Jensen et al., 2016). Furthermore, in the context
of the present experimental design, it is not possible to address
how the prestimulus alpha phase modulates poststimulus gamma
because the stimulus-evoked response would be confounded by
power in the gamma band. Our results corroborate findings from
nonhuman primates showing alpha-gamma cross-frequency
coupling in the pulvinar during the delay period of the same

Figure 4. Relationship between anticipatory alpha power and stimulus-induced gamma power within and between participants. A, Correlation between prestimulus hemisphere-specific alpha
lateralization and the RT differences between IC and C trials. B, Correlation between gamma band hemisphere-specific lateralization and RT differences between IC and C trials. Participants who were
less distracted by the IC flankers showed stronger alpha- and gamma-band power modulations. C, For each individual, the trials were divided in high and low alpha LI (LI_alpha) and subsequently
averaged. Gray color indicates attention directed to the left hemifield and red colors attention directed to the right hemifield. For this trial division, the gamma LI (LI_gamma) was computed. The
right bar graphs illustrate the difference (high � low), confirming that trials dominated by high prestimulus alpha lateralization were characterized by high stimulus-induced gamma lateralization.
*p � 0.05; **p � 0.01. D, Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient analysis across subjects demonstrated a significant relationship between prestimulus alpha and stimulus-induced gamma
lateralization.
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Flanker task (Saalmann et al., 2012). It has been proposed that
decreases in amplitude might enlarge the duty cycle of the alpha
rhythm, which allows for longer bursts of gamma activity (Jensen
et al., 2014). Therefore, upon cue presentation, the location-
specific widening of the duty cycle will allow for stronger gamma-
band activity. Therefore, visual processing may be enhanced,
which may result in an increased ability to process visual targets
in the presence of distracters.

Alpha activity in early sensory areas is under top-down
control by a phasic drive from the FEF
Previous brain-imaging studies in humans and electrophysiology
studies in monkeys have demonstrated that early sensory areas
can be influenced by frontoparietal areas during spatial attention
(Kastner et al., 1999; Capotosto et al., 2009; Marshall et al., 2015a;
Marshall et al., 2015b). In particular, it has been shown that the
strength of the anatomical connections between frontal and pos-
terior areas predicts modulation of alpha and gamma activity in
sensory areas in individual subjects (Marshall et al., 2015a).
Moreover, it has been shown that interfering with neural activity
in FEF by means of repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation
(TMS) leads to a disruption of anticipatory visual alpha activity
(Capotosto et al., 2009; Marshall et al., 2015b). On the basis of
whole-brain analysis, our results suggest that the FEF exerts a

phasic modulation of the visual alpha activity. It has been re-
ported that FEF has direct projections to visual cortical areas V1
and V4 (Barone et al., 2000; Markov and Kennedy, 2013). This
finding extends the monkey physiology (van Kerkoerle et al.,
2014; Bastos et al., 2015) and recent observations in humans
(Michalareas et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016) in demonstrating a
possible mechanism by which specifically the FEF may exert top-
down control; that is, by modulating low-frequency oscillations
in sensory areas. In our study, only the rFEF appeared to exert a
top-down influence on visual areas, which may be indicative of a
suggested right hemispheric FEF dominance of spatial attention
control (Grosbras and Paus, 2003; Silvanto et al., 2006; Capotosto
et al., 2009; Duecker et al., 2013; Cazzoli et al., 2015; Chanes et al.,
2015; Marshall et al., 2015b; Wang et al., 2016). A right hemi-
spheric dominance of attention function is well known from the
clinical literature on visuospatial hemi-neglect (Mesulam, 1999;
Heilman et al., 2000) and stronger right hemispheric activation is
often observed in human fMRI studies of attention (Szczepanski
et al., 2010). In particular, when spatial attention is reoriented,
right brain structures around the temporoparietal junction are
engaged (Corbetta et al., 2008). Such biases in lateralization could
partly explain the present findings demonstrating that PAC and
GC are more strongly modulated by attention in the right than
left hemisphere. However, such a conclusion should be made

Figure 5. Early visual areas are under top-down control by FEF as reflected by modulations of alpha-band activity. A, Sources of the alpha power modulation (t ��1 to 0 s; f � 8 –13 Hz) with
respect to left versus right cues were found in V1 (thresholded at p � 0.05 after permutation approach). Signals from these locations were used as seeds in the GC analysis. B, GC spectra (left and
right plots) separately for the top-down (black traces) and bottom-up (red traces) control. GC spectra were calculated from the left and rFEF, respectively. Whole-brain analysis contrasting “All to V1”
vs “V1 to All” confirmed a significant top-down drive of V1 by the rFEF. p � 0.05, cluster-based random permutation procedure.
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with caution. First, a model of right hemispheric FEF dominance
in spatial attention control would imply that the rFEF contains a
map of the entire visual field. Functional brain-imaging studies,
however, do not support such an assumption and show instead a
topographic representation that is biased toward the contralat-
eral hemifield (Kastner et al., 2007; Silver and Kastner, 2009;
Szczepanski et al., 2010; Szczepanski and Kastner, 2013). Second,
functional brain imaging and TMS studies have thus far sup-
ported a hemispheric competition model of spatial attention
control in which frontoparietal cortex of each hemisphere con-
trols the contralateral hemifield rather than a hemispheric dom-
inance model (Neggers et al., 2007; Sauseng et al., 2011; Marshall
et al., 2015b). Third, such conclusion would be primarily based
on a negative finding in the left FEF, which might be explained by
inadequate signal-to-noise ratio. Another important consider-
ation is that we were only able to measure activity from cortical
generators, so all of our assumptions regarding the feedforward
and feedback information flow are limited to corticocortical in-
teractions. As shown in recent monkey physiology studies (Saal-
mann et al., 2012; Zhou et al., 2016), it is possible that thalamic
regions such as the pulvinar play an important role in coordinat-
ing the routing of information between neocortical networks.

In summary, the present study suggests two novel aspects of
alpha oscillatory activity in organizing functional brain architec-
ture: exerting control of upcoming gamma-band activity and en-
abling frontal feedback control. Therefore, feedforward and
feedback mechanisms appear to rely on different frequency
bands. This is consistent not only at the macroscopic level, but
also when considering cortical laminae. Infragranular layers are
reported as the primary generators of the alpha activity (Bol-
limunta et al., 2011; Buffalo et al., 2011; Maier et al., 2011;
Dougherty et al., 2015), whereas superficial layers seem to be
dominated by gamma activity (Maier et al., 2010; Buffalo et al.,
2011). In addition, alpha activity in deep layers has been found to
exert phasic modulation of the gamma activity in superficial lay-
ers (Spaak et al., 2012), as well as to regulate spiking activity
evoked by visual stimuli (Dougherty et al., 2015). In future work,
it will be of great relevance to unravel the cross-frequency inter-
actions of alpha/beta- and gamma-band activity to determine by
which neuronal mechanisms in relation to cortical layers these
interactions mediate the integration of feedback and feedforward
information. The functional specificity of the FEF–V1 connectiv-
ity and its interaction with other brain areas should also be ad-
dressed in future investigations. The FEFs are certainly not the
only relevant structures of the frontoparietal network that are
involved with the control of spatial attention. Subcortical struc-
tures such as the striatum or the pulvinar nucleus have been
proposed to coordinate neocortical rhythmicity (Tort et al., 2008;
Saalmann et al., 2012; Horschig et al., 2015; Zhou et al., 2016).
Future work obtaining activity from an extensive cortical and
subcortical network will further our understanding of the dy-
namic routing of information as governed by feedforward and
feedback relationships.
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